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An abridgment of the 2097-page Urantia Book.Where do we come from?Why are we here?Where
are we going? No book offers such a comprehensive and detailed set of answers as the Urantia
Book, a revelation of truth first published in 1955 and now available worldwide in several languages.
But its size and complexity have delayed the widespread discovery of its uplifting and empowering
teachings. Dr. Sprungerâ€™s abridgment contains all the major concepts and captures the essential
teachings of the 2097-page original, and closely follows the bookâ€™s format and wording. It has
has been written to introduce a wider audience to the teachings of the Urantia Book, paving the way
for the study of the original text. DR. MEREDITH JUSTIN SPRUNGER is an ordained minister who
has served various United Church of Christ congregations in the Midwest. He taught psychology at
Elmhurst College and then at the Indiana Institute of Technology, where he was head of the
Department of Psychology, chairman of the Division of Liberal Arts, and President. A student of the
Urantia Book since 1956, Dr. Sprunger is the author of several Urantia Book-related works. He lives
in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
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Very well written, very concise and easier to understand than the Urantia Book. This is a great way
to preface the study of the Urantia Book, or to just read for pleasure and understanding. Enjoyable
and interesting.

This book is a step in the right direction in "translating" the technical language that overwhelms the
reader in the first half of the unabridged original. However, some on the most technical language is
still used. But, overall, Sprunger's abridgment is helpful for the neophyte who is reading the original
for the first time.

This book is a great help when trying to go through the Urantia papers. It is clearly written and helps
avoid the excessive wording by sighting in on the real essentials. Well worth the investment if you
are studying the Urantia papers.

I have been a reader of the Urantia Book for 44 years. Quoting a friend of mine: "I believe the
Urantia Book compiles the most accurate facts (truth) ever presented about God and Creation in
1935, a snapshot if you will." I would add that the UB effectively marries Science and religion in a
most harmonious and effective way. This particular version is but an abbreviated version of a very
large book. A great resource for those who have read and reread the main text over the years.

One who would attempt to abridge the 2000+ page Urantia revelation would be considered a
scholar just for effort alone ... and this abridgment is one of the best on the market! But start saving
for the complete edition (or bookmark an online edition) - some topics will be so intriguing that you'll
want to know everything that was first written. Also, keep in mind that the Abridged Urantia Papers
is copyrighted - the original revelatory text is not.However studied, the Urantia Blessing (theUB) of
these 196 Papers is certain to heighten our planet's awareness of its purposeful inclusion in a
spiritually-guided universe. This fifth epochal revelation to our planet earth maintains but one
nurturing theme: the brotherhood of man and fatherhood of a universal creator.

The Urantia papers (book) has been around for 50 years. It contains information about our world,
and the universe, that only true seekers can understand. If you are not curious about the true nature

of God, and who Jesus was, do not read this....it will destroy your belief that the bible is perfect.
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